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  . . Being the first video game to feature the Marvel Comics version of Spider-Man, it introduced numerous innovations to the market, like 3D graphics, and it was the first video game to feature a story arc of its own. Spider-Man 3 was developed by Beenox, who were also responsible for the Spider-Man 2 game. The game was published by Activision and released worldwide on April 28, 2007, in
both the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 versions. The game was met with largely mixed to positive reviews and has been since then regarded as one of the most critically acclaimed Spider-Man video games. Contents show] Gameplay Edit Gameplay in the game is similar to most other Spider-Man games. The player takes on various villains in combat, and also fights against web-slinging enemies called

Stalkers, before taking down a boss at the end of each level. The player can walk through New York City to traverse the game's levels, and web-swing on and throw objects in order to traverse obstacles. Spider-Man can climb walls and swing between buildings, and uses the web-line to swing to new areas. Spidey also has the ability to leap over distances and evade enemies using the web-line, but these
abilities are limited by the player's stamina. There are three types of "stamina" in the game, which the player must use up to complete each level: Stamina, Web-Swinging, and Spider-Sighting. Stamina allows the player to traverse the game's levels without taking damage from enemies. Web-Swinging is the ability to swing from ropes and web-lines to move across the environment, while Spider-

Sighting is the ability to scan areas to find secrets. Spider-Sighting is used to break open doors, destroy power objects and set traps. Other features include multi-player gameplay and minigames, which are not required to complete the game. During Spider-Sighting, Spider-Man uses the binoculars on his suit to scan an area and scan for enemies and objects. When the scanning process begins, the player
can see a scanner-like symbol on the reticle, which moves from left to right across the reticle, and when the reticle is full, the scanner icon appears. Spider-Man can select which level he is currently on, which levels are currently highlighted and which levels have been completed. The colors of the levels change to 82157476af
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